The Costliest Choice: Economic Impact of Youth Incarceration

We could send [youth] to Harvard for [what we pay for incarceration], and we don’t get very good outcomes.
– Gladys Carrion, former director, New York State Office of Children and Family Services

$187,765 per youth, per year
– FY19 per capita annualized cost of Illinois youth prison operation and maintenance – not including education, treatment, or post-release supervision

Youth Incarceration Is Shockingly Expensive – Especially Given Illinois’ Budget Crisis.
Illinois’ use of five state prisons to incarcerate about 425 youth carries a direct operational cost – not including education, services, or aftercare – of about $514 per youth, per day. While this is high, it is not unheard of; few state-level policy choices are more expensive per capita than youth incarceration. Illinois spends most of its juvenile justice funding to incarcerate youth in prisons.

Since 2006 when the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice (IDJJ) was created, the State of Illinois has budgeted $1.5 billion directly to the agency (see chart, next page). After including a conservative estimate of 40% ($600 million) of related budget items apportioned to other agencies (i.e., employee benefits and administrative costs), over $2 billion has been spent to incarcerate youth since IDJJ’s founding.

While IDJJ’s budget has remained relatively stable, per capita costs have soared. The proposed FY19 budget is 2.6% larger than when the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice was created, while youth population has declined by 72%.

In part, rising per capita costs are a sign of progress. The statewide drop in crimes committed by youth and an increase in counties using Redeploy Illinois and other means to divert youth from prison have resulted in a substantial increase in the state’s per capita prison costs. Moreover, IDJJ’s current standard of care is significantly elevated compared to the time of its founding. As discussed previously in this series, staff-to-youth ratios are more
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Inside this Issue:
- In Illinois, state tax dollars devoted to juvenile justice are primarily spent to incarcerate - not rehabilitate - young people.
- Illinois has spent over $2 billion on youth incarceration since IDJJ was founded in 2006. Although services have improved, the agency still struggles to provide youth in prison with needed education and services.
- Before spending a single dollar on education, mental health care, or substance abuse treatment for youth in prison, Illinois annually devotes $187,765 per youth to operate its five youth prisons.
- Community-based alternatives to prisons are more effective at reducing crime and recidivism than incarceration, while creating fewer long-term social costs – even when used for the highest-risk youth.
- Illinois should invest in strengthening Illinois youth, families, and communities, restoring needed services damaged by the state budget crisis.
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appropriate;\textsuperscript{8} staff are better-educated and better-trained; IDJJ has assumed parole/aftercare supervision and other responsibilities (and their associated fiscal impact) from IDOC; IDJJ is providing community-based services where none were available before;\textsuperscript{9} youth in prison are provided with better access to services; and currently-incarcerated youth may also require more resources on average than in times past, as youth with fewer needs have been diverted to alternatives to incarceration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice General Revenue Fund Appropriations\textsuperscript{10}</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY2019 (proposed)</td>
<td>$120 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2018</td>
<td>$125 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2017</td>
<td>$134 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2016</td>
<td>$118 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2015</td>
<td>$121 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2014</td>
<td>$119 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2013</td>
<td>$116 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2012</td>
<td>$124 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2011</td>
<td>$124 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2010</td>
<td>$118 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2009</td>
<td>$129 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2008</td>
<td>$126 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2007</td>
<td>$117 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, it is still the case that the bulk of IDJJ’s budget is spent on basic prison operations. Large institutions focused on incapacitation-centric, layered security are extraordinarily expensive, consuming resources needed for rehabilitative services. Crumbling youth prison architecture in Illinois is in dangerous disrepair, not to mention inefficient and demoralizing. Staffing is heavily weighted toward tiers of security personnel who focus their attention on doors, cameras, youth movement, and rule infractions, scanning for potential threats. Before a single youth receives a single hour of education, health care, therapy, programming, or services, the costs driven by the prison setting itself are astronomical – about $187,765 per youth, per year.

A federal consent decree resulting from unconstitutional conditions litigation significantly increased spending on services for youth in prison; still, state funds budgeted for mental health and substance abuse treatment for youth at IDJJ make up less than 7\% of spending on youth in prison.\textsuperscript{12}

One way in which Illinois is unique is the consequences of its recent years of its record-breaking budget impasse.\textsuperscript{13} As the state has wavered between no-pay, low-pay, and slow-pay methods of compensating social service providers, community-based services to youth have suffered. Youth crisis services, including support for homeless youth, have been hit particularly hard.\textsuperscript{14} Even Illinois’ popular landmark alternative to incarceration program, Redeploy Illinois, was not spared; as more than half of participating counties were forced to halt admissions or cease operations, headlines like “For Some Illinois Kids, Budget Battle Means Going to Prison Instead of Home” made the damage crystal-clear long before it ended.\textsuperscript{15} At the same time that more effective services...
were shuttered, conditions worsened inside. As a result of Illinois' budget crisis, reports of inadequate maintenance, heat, and fresh food at youth prisons mounted, due to canceled vendor contracts and unpaid bills. Passage of a state budget resolved the most urgent issues. However, it remains noteworthy that Illinois spent over $100 million on a system of youth imprisonment – yet still struggled to keep youth warm and fed, much less safe, educated, or rehabilitated.

**Direct youth prison costs are a tiny part of their total economic burden.**

While direct youth incarceration costs are very high, they are only a small fraction of the total economic impact of this policy choice. Historically, the total social cost of incarceration has been understudied, especially compared to research regarding the economic impact of crime, and it is infrequently considered by stakeholders and decision-makers.

In 1999, researchers at the National Bureau of Economic Research demonstrated that incarcerating young people in high concentrations is associated with reduced neighborhood opportunity, earnings, and employment, affecting the economic well-being of the entire community.

---

The direct costs paid for confinement per day, or per year, are just the tip of the iceberg of what young people, their families, their communities, and all of us pay for these policy choices. Youth confinement imposes heavy burdens on family members..., exposes our communities to higher rates of recidivism, and impedes young people’s transition to adulthood.

- Justice Policy Institute, *Sticker Shock: Calculating the Full Price Tag for Youth Incarceration*

More recently, researchers at Washington University in St. Louis calculated the economic cost of various social outcomes as well as incarceration’s known effects on individuals, their families, and communities. They identified otherwise-hidden costs including lower educational attainment and economic output, visitation expenses, interrupted family relationships, increased risk of criminality, increased risks to children, homelessness, evictions and lower property values, and poorer health outcomes including premature death and infant mortality. The researchers estimated that incarceration in the United States creates an aggregate annual burden of $1 trillion — eleven times direct spending on incarceration: “more than 90% of the costs of incarceration do not appear on government budgets and are absent from policy discussions.”

The ten-to-one estimate of incarceration’s societal-versus-direct cost does not include youth incarceration, but there is reason to believe these effects are even more exaggerated for young people. Youth are imprisoned during a pivotal developmental phase, which may increase the negative effects of incarceration, and youth have more years of potential economic impact post-incarceration than adults. Increased recidivism due to imprisonment also has a significant economic impact; some have estimated the benefit of avoiding future criminality by a single high-risk 14-year-old to be between $2.6-$5.3 million.

The cumulative economic impact of lost and diminished opportunities is not limited to youth in prison, of course. A federally-commissioned estimate calculated $4.7 trillion in lost long-term economic potential of youth due to disconnection from school and work for a variety of reasons, including involvement in the juvenile and criminal court systems.

But due to prison’s outsized impact on economic factors like youth education and earnings, the results for formerly-incarcerated youth are particularly stark. Youth who have been incarcerated or detained struggle to find employment, which, along with education, is a necessary building block of successfully stable adult life. The direct link between high school graduation and brighter employment prospects means that youth sentenced to
In short, there are many reasons to believe that the hidden economic burden of youth incarceration in Illinois is significantly higher than the recent adult estimate of $10 in social cost for every one dollar spent on corrections. However, even if youth economic outcomes are estimated at the same level as adults', the impact is staggering. The choice to incarcerate youth likely creates an economic burden to Illinoisans of at least $1.2 billion per year.\textsuperscript{31}

**Better results are possible and affordable – but not free.**

Better outcomes for youth do require up-front investment, but they are more cost-effective, and often inexpensive in the short-term. Despite these efficiencies, it is important to keep in mind that sustained public investment in communities outside of justice system programming is also necessary to repair, increase, and equalize the availability of community resources that strengthen youth and families.

**Justice spending realignment programs like Redeploy Illinois work better – and help to build local infrastructure for alternatives to incarceration.**

In addition to Illinois, several states (Alabama, California, Georgia, Ohio, New York, and Texas) have used fiscal incentives to support less costly, more effective options to keep young people out of state confinement. In each case, the state has significantly reduced the number of youth in prison without a negative impact on public safety.\textsuperscript{32} While the programs are effective, it is also notable that rather than spending money on operating and repairing large-scale youth prison infrastructure, they redirect state funds to counties, cities, courts, and community-based organizations. Over time, this shift builds local capacity to keep more youth close to home; Ohio.\textsuperscript{33}
New York,34 and Texas35 have documented the impact these funding streams have had on reducing the number of young people confined or placed out of their home.

Illinois desperately needs youth justice reinvestment (both through Redeploy Illinois and outside of it), to build back and expand the capacity of local nonprofits who contract to provide state social services to youth and families. Investment is also needed to repair broader social infrastructure following significant budget-related damage.

**Alternatives to youth incarceration save money up front and long term through safety benefits.**

Most evidence-based youth services with high return on investment (ROI), such as family therapy (see previous report),36 rely on youth to be at home or in a community setting to participate. Such services overwhelmingly cost far less upfront, as well as delivering long-term cost savings through improved outcomes. A study of RECLAIM Ohio, an incentive-realignment program similar to Redeploy Illinois, showed that youth diverted from incarceration into community-based supervision and services had lower rates of recidivism within every risk category.37 Low- and medium-risk youth engaged in alternative settings had recidivism rates two-to-six times lower than incarcerated youth of the same risk levels.38 Meanwhile, community-based alternatives to incarceration cost exponentially less than youth prisons.39

Placing most youth in alternative programs is a cost-effective choice – these programs achieve much better results at a tiny fraction of the cost of youth prison for low- and medium-risk youth. But what of very high-risk youth, who may not have exponentially better outcomes in a community program than they would if sent to IDJJ?

It should still be a public safety priority to choose non-prison-based programs in every possible case, for three reasons: First, as illustrated through the experience of RECLAIM Ohio, community-based programming can in fact deliver better recidivism results than the state youth prison system – even for youth in the highest (“very high risk”) category. And once total program costs (initial processing plus recidivism differences) are considered, RECLAIM Ohio was significantly more cost-effective than both large state youth prisons and smaller, community correction facilities for youth in every risk category – including, again, the highest-risk youth.
Second, if alternatives to incarceration like Redeploy Illinois are expanded to very high-risk youth and “only” achieve recidivism results on par with IDJJ, 29 times more money is still available to invest in youth and community development programs and other public safety budget priorities that do reduce recidivism. With fiscal discipline and close attention to ensure cost savings truly are reinvested into important community resources, including strong education, health, and family supports, there is still a net general safety benefit to avoiding incarceration for high-risk youth, even if the specific recidivism results are held constant.

Third, for the very few programs that could require high direct per capita costs closer to those of youth prisons, the ten-to-one ripple effect of incarceration’s broader economic drag still makes services delivered outside of harmful prison settings more cost-effective overall. For instance, for a very small number of youth who cannot yet be safely supervised outside of a residential setting, services could be delivered individually, by highly-trained employees, in a very personalized and local intensive therapeutic program with a homelike environment. Even if upfront costs for tailored, extremely high-quality residential services matched youth prison costs, they would still be a more cost-effective alternative, due to avoiding some of the economic harms of incarceration.

Community settings allow youth in poverty to earn money now and in the future.
Community-based care models allow youth to work at paying jobs, an important part of avoiding delinquent behavior for many. Researchers focused on connecting youth to jobs identify the need for a continuum of work experiences, including community service, paid internships, summer and part-time jobs and apprenticeships. All are associated with increased likelihood of working later on in life. When young people are at home, they can connect to work opportunities that can help them to transition to adulthood, connect to positive peers, and contribute to building their communities. Access to both work and civic engagement are key elements of a community-based approach for youth with complex needs.

The practice of committing youth to large institutions that fail to provide for their developmental needs is both costly in financial terms and ineffective in furthering the goal of crime prevention. Illinois legislators and other stakeholders should consider delinquency to be a clear sign that more investment is needed in a specific neighborhood or region, to help bring it up to grade and promote positive youth outcomes. Youth around the state need the support of strong families and sustainable communities.
Conclusion

Youth incarceration is the costliest response to delinquency – in upfront costs, hidden costs, youth outcomes, and societal costs. Even for high-risk youth, the costs of the choice to imprison outstrip other, less damaging approaches. When immediate safety concerns necessitate some form of secure care, more local and home-like settings are more efficient and less damaging, leaving more resources available for individual programs and treatment. Illinois should properly fund human services and community resources, expand alternatives to incarceration, and transition youth committed to IDJJ custody into settings that achieve better outcomes with fewer negative side effects than the incapacitation-driven youth prison model.
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